
FIVE KEY STRATEGIES

TO LINE UP MORE

CONSTRUCTION

PROJECTS

There is a lot that goes into the

bidding process , from searching for

bids to building and submitting bid-

ready proposals on time . 

Most subcontractors believe the job

is done and all that ’s left is to wait to

hear back that they have won the

project .

However , there are a few key

strategies subcontractors can

implement during their bidding

process to ensure their ability to line

up more work and build their

backlog of projects . 

Here are five of the top 

key strategies you can use :



In the commercial construction industry , most

subcontractors aren ’t aware that about 90%

of commercial projects that are out for bids are

considered a “hard bid .” In a hard bid situation ,

various general contractors are given the

opportunity to take the same set of plans and

specifications of a project and return with their

own bid and team of prequalified

subcontractors for the project . It ’s important to

take into consideration whether the bid you are

submitting is a hard bid that has one or more

general contractors involved .

As a subcontractor , one of the most important

key strategies you can implement is taking

time to do some research on a project before

submitting a bid . Find out if there are one or

multiple general contractors bidding for that

particular project . Subcontractors who take the

time to acquire the full bid list of the project

have the advantage to submit their bid to each

general contractor listed . Following this method ,

you can increase your possibilities of winning

the bid on the project and expand your

opportunities to line up more work .

PlanHub is an excellent research tool that helps

users with their pre-construction needs . It

provides subcontractors with the ability to

search , view , and download multiple

construction projects . Premier subcontractor

users can see and submit bids to all the general

contractors listed for each project . Moreover ,

PlanHub has a proprietary messaging system

which makes communication with all the

general contractors on each project

easy and seamless .

 1. DO YOUR PRE-CONSTRUCTION

RESEARCH:

When it comes to the world of competitive

bidding , subcontractors can be preoccupied

with submitting what would be considered

the “optimal” bid price . If the bid price is

too high , it fails to get the contract and can

lead to loss of time and resources spent on

preparing the proposal . If the bid price is

too low , then the subcontractor succeeds in

winning the contract , but could be required

to accept the job at a price much lower

than needed (possibly leaving money on the

table .) 

A simple solution that can help you

overcome this obstacle in the bidding

process is developing a proactive pricing

strategy . You can use your loss bids as an

opportunity to improve your pricing

strategy for your next upcoming bid . A key

tactic to developing your proactive pricing

strategy is to follow up with the estimator

in charge of the previously loss bid and ask

for feedback . This discussion should help

guide you determining the market value in

your area . 

Questions such as , “How many other bids

were submitted for this particular trade?”,

“What were the other prices proposed?”, or

“What was the winning price?” can be

effective in determining the direction you

can consider in developing your pricing

strategy for future bids . Implementing this

follow-up tactic in your proactive pricing

strategy will help guide you towards

winning your next bid .

2. DEVELOP YOUR PROACTIVE

PRICING STRATEGY:



Regardless of what your trade is , every

subcontractor has a critical bid volume that

must be achieved to continuously line up more

work and ensure consistent monthly revenue .

Your bid volume number is the minimum

number of bids that needs to be submitted each

month to be awarded at least one project .

Depending on your trade and market area , this

number may vary .

The industry average shows a healthy medium of

ten bids per month . This is a great place to

start your bid volume number . If you are unsure

of what your bid volume number is , look at

historical data within your trade to develop your

own bid volume strategy . Research previous

months and determine of how many bids are

needed to be submitted a month to ensure your

business continues to have revenue growth . This

is the key to building an effective bid volume

strategy . 

Subcontractors using PlanHub can easily see

future projects coming down the pipeline with

specified bid deadlines . Users can then bid on

multiple construction projects based upon

proximity and locate other construction projects

for future growth potential .

Private Projects: a general rule of

thumb to submit your bid follow-up to

the general contractor about two weeks

after the bid had been submitted .

Public Projects: you can submit a bid

follow-up the day after the bid opening

Government Projects: these tend to be

very timely in comparison to the other

two categories . Generally , you would

want to follow up anywhere from two to

four months after the bid has been

submitted .

In the world of commercial construction ,

the follow-up process on a bid is essential ,

but can be confusing . Following up after a

submitted proposal expresses interest in

the project and sometimes can be an

underlying factor for winning a bid . A key

tactic to building an effective follow-up bid

strategy is being knowledgeable of the type

of project you are bidding on and its

timeframe to get it completed . There are

three categories you can group most

commercial projects into : private projects ,

public projects , and government

projects :

     has taken place .

Recognizing these expectations can help

you submit your follow-up to the right

person at the right time .

 3. IDENTIFY YOUR BID VOLUME

STRATEGY:

 4. BUILD AN EFFECTIVE 

FOLLOW-UP BID STRATEGY:



Ultimately , an effective strategy in lining up

more work is cultivating fundamental

relationships within the construction industry .

Communication is key . Taking the time to

develop your network can be significant to

business growth . After submitting a bid , as a

subcontractor , you will want to reach out the

general contractor or project manager listed

for

the bid submitted . 

This communication can take place via email ,

but preferably , you want to

make an effort to connect with them through

a phone call . Take the time to build rapport

with

these individuals and express your interest in

your participation of that project . Nine times

out of ten , these communication strategies are

a weighing factor to winning current and

future bids .

PlanHub is a great platform to help you grow

your pre-construction network . With built-in

communication tools , you can connect with

general contractors and other subcontractors

in your area , which leads to increased

visibility for your company and future project

collaboration .

Investing the time in utilizing

these key strategies will ensure

your business has success in

both revenue growth and

expanded project opportunities .

 

5. CULTIVATE YOUR

COMMUNICATION STRATEGY:
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